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This invention broadly relates to auto 
matic feeding devices, but it more especial 
ly comprel'iends the type of device employed 
to automatically teed fabric and the like‘ to, 
say, a sewing machine in such manner that 
av straight line stitch may be run along paral~ 
lel to the edge without the usual lstance ot 
a guiding human hand, and is especially 
adaptable in the manufacture of sheets, p il~ 
low-cases, table-cloths, bags, and the like. 
An important- ohjcct of this invention the pro 'ision ot coacting rotatable (driving 

and driven) means for uniformly advancing 
the entire fabric, that is, the free edge as 
well as the edge being stitched, in unison 
with the feeding action oi‘? the feeding 1nech~ 
anism ot the sewing machine. 
Another important object of this inven~ 

tion is the provision of means of this charac 
ter for uniformly advancing the ‘fabric to 
ell’ect straight line stitch, said means being 
controlled by the fabric itself to conform in 
speed and variations exactly with the feed 
ing action of the feeding mechanism of the 
sewing machine. 
A further object ot this invention is the 

provision. of means adapted to rotatably en 
gage the fabric to uniformly advance the 
entire piece, and additional means enacting 
with certain of said rotatable means to regu~ 
late the travel oi‘: the fabric in unison with 
the va "able feeding action of the feeding 
mechanir-im of the sewing machine. ‘ 

lVith. these and other objects in view, 
which will become apparent as the descrip 
tion proceeds, the invention resides in the 
construction, combination and arrangement 
of parts, hereinafter more fully described 
and claimed, and illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, in which like characters 
of reference indicate like parts throughout 
the several ?gures, of which: _ I 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation partly in section 
my improved feeding device; 
Fig. 2 is an end elevation of same; and 
Fig. 3 is a top p an view with parts broken 

away. ‘ 

Due to the fact that the sewing rate, or 
feeding action of a sewing machine is not 
constant, satisfactory results cannot be ob 
tained by the use or a wide traveling belt 
to carry flat work across the sewing table 
of a machine. The variation here spoken 
of is of a very erratic nature audit may 
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show up once or twice in a single piece of 
work. It is this uncontrollable variation 
alone that has heretofore rendered it imprac 
tical to automatically feed cloth ‘to a ma 
chine and run a stitch along the edge except 
by hand. I 
By this invention I provide a means 

whereby a large piece, say, a sheet, may be 
‘flatly carried across a sewing table and a 
stitch be run uniformly along-‘one edge, and 
whatever variation may take place in the 
action. oil? the feeding mechanism will be 
simultaneously transmitted to the entire 
piece of goods. It is clear that unless the 
fabric is controlled with reference to the 
feeding mechanism that the stitch will run 
wild as to margin. 
To accomplish thisI provide what we will. 

call, for convenience, a set of pull rollers, 
(this later to be shown a belted attachment). 
One of these is driven from some suitable 
source of power and the second is frictional 
ly driven by the ?rst, the two being in 
working alignment with the “feeding mech 
anism of the sewing machine, the fabric 
passing between the two. It is very clear 
that the travel of the driven roller can not 
be greater than the rate of travel ol‘ the 
fabric pass g between the two. Also, it is 
clear that it a tension on the fabric is to 
exist between the rollers and the feeding 
mechanism, that the driver-roller must have 
a face travel slightly in excess of the rate 

which the fabric is fed forward by the 
feeding mechanism. The dissipation of this 
excess speed takes place in the nature of a 
“slip” between the driver roller and the 
fabric. 1 provide means whereby this ten 
sion may be adjusted and not throw an un 
desirable strain upon the feeding mech 
anism or needle which might result in 
throwing the needle out of working relation 
with the looper ‘of the sewing 'machine. 
The ‘fabric is not drawn from the feeding 
mechanism at a ?xed rate but is urged :l’or~ 
ward. In other words, there is a tendency 
on the part of the fabric, after it p: sees the 
‘feeding mechanism, to speed up, but this is 
a tendency only, such mechanism is the 
predominating factor. ‘ 

It will be recognized that there is one 
member, the driven pull roller, which has 
a speed exactly corresponding with the sew 
ing rate. It will also be recognized that the 
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rate of travel of this roller is sensitive to the 
slightest variation in the feeding mechanism 
action. 

lVhile the amount of pressure between the 
two pull~rollers is slight, there is su?icient 
torque imparted to the driven to render it 
a driver of other rollers. 
In the illustrated embodiment character 

izing this invention there is shown a table 
or work-support l, a sewing machine ‘head 
2, needle bar 3, needle 4, presser-foot 5, belt 
or drive-wheel 6, drive shaft 7, feed plate 
5’ and belt 8, of conventional design. 
I Suitably secured 011 the table or work 
.support 1 spaced rearwardly from the 
presser foot 5 are vertical standards or bear 
ings 9 and 10, respectively,~in the upper 
ends of which is mounted shaft 11. A rub 
ber or rubber-surfaced roller 12 is loosely 
mounted on shaft 11 intermediate the guide 
rings 13 suitably secured to said shaft 
spaced from bearing 10, and also mounted 
011 shaft 11 suitably secured thereto in align 
ment with the presser-foot of the sewing 
machine is a drive-roller or pulley 14 hav 
ing a polished surface. Vertically spaced 
above the pulley 14 is an idler pulley l5 
loosely mounted on shaft 16 carried by the 
substantially U~shaped member 17 adjust 
ably secured as at 18 to the standard 19 sup‘ 
ported by and suitably secured to the table 
'1. A rubber or other ?exible belt 20 is 
adapted to travel over pulleys 14 and 15 for 
a purpose’ which will hereinafter more fully 
appear. The said standard 19 also consti 
tutes an additional bearing for shaft 11. 
Mounted on shaft 11 intermediate stand 

ards 9v and 19 and suitably secured there 
to is a drive-wheel .or pulley 21, the lower 
portion of which extends through slot 22 in 
the table 1, and positioned beneath said table 
in vertical spaced relation is small pulley 

, 23secured on counter-shaft 24, and connect 
ed with pulley 21 by a belt 25. Mounted 
on the other end of shaft 211 rigidly secured 
thereto is drivepulley 26 adapted to be 
driven by main drive belt 8 connected to bal 
ance wheel 6 and a source of power not 
shown. ‘ 

Positioned under the table 1 in vertical 
parallelism with shaft 11 is shaft 27 mount 
ed in bearing hangers 28; and 29. The 
hanger 29 is formed with a vertical recess 30 
in which is positioned compression spring 
31 adaptedto support shaft 27, the lower 
end seating on screw 32 threadedly adjust 
able through the lower extremity of said 
hanger for effecting vertical adjustment of 
said shaft 27. ‘ 

RiO‘idly- mounted on shaft 27 in vertical 
alignment with the rollers 12 and 14 are the 
rubber or rubber-surfaced rollers 33 and 34, 

' respectively. 

; The, under side of the table 1 is formed 
with recesses 35 vadapted to receive the up— 
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per portions of rollers 33 and 34 and ter 
minating in openings 36 to permit the up 
per surfaces of said rollers to extend slight 
ly above the surface of the said table 1 and 
almost touching the lower surfaces of belt 
20 and roller 12, respectively, for a purpose 
hereinafter apparent. 
The frame member 37 terminates at one 

end in a depending yoke 38 loosely or hing 
edly mounted on the shaft 11 intermediate 
the rollers 12 and 14,‘ maintained in proper 
position by spacer washers 39, and its other 
end terminates in a similar yoke 410 in which 
is adapted to rotate the rubber or rubber 
surfaced nip roller 41 loosely mounted on 
shaft 42 carried by the free end of the said 
yoke 110, the said roller being in spaced 
lateral alignment with the feeding mecha 
nism of the machine. 
In order to insure a constant pressure of 

nip roller 111 irrespective of machine vibra 
tions the member 37 is provided with an 
absorbing mechanism comprising an upright 
stand 43 on which is mounted a compression 
or cushion coil spring 44; and slip weight 
#15 seating on said spring. 

Positioned beneath the roller +11 in verti 
cal alignment therewith and adapted to re 
tate in recess 35 with its uppermost surface 
extending through opening 36 slightly above 
the surface of the table 1 similar to roller 
33 is a rubber or rubber-surfaced roller 4-6 
rigidly mounted on shaft 47 mounted in the 
bearing hangers 4C8 suitably secured to the 
unoer surface of table 1. Also mounted on 
shaft 4:7 adjacent roller 416 is pulley 49 con 
nected by belt 50 with drive pulley 51 rig 
idly secured on the shaft 27. End play of 
the shaft- 27 is prevented by rings 52 rig 
idly secured to said shaft adjacent the inner 
sides of hangers 28 and 29. 

Initially, the fabric 53 to be sewed is 
placed on shift-plate 54: formed with oper 
ating handle for manually (or it. may he 
done automatically) sliding said plate be 
tween‘ suitable guide strips (not shown) to 
introduce the fabric to said rollers, said fab 
ric effecting working coaction between the 
upper and lower roller units, which in turn 
operate to uniformly advance the fabric in 
accordance with the feeding action of the 
feeding mechanism of the sewing machine. 
In this connection it will be noted that each 
fabric piece as it leaves the stitching or 
feeding mechanism is connected to the pre 
ceding piece by a thread-chain 5G. 

lVhile the above described mechanism mav 
be driven from any suitable source. it has 
been found in practice that the best result 
may be obtained by driving it from the sew 
ing machine belt 8 by means of counter-shaft 
24, and belt 25. It will therefore be appar 
ent, that though shaft 11, and pulley 1% ro 
tate continuously, the remaining rollers 
rotate only when the fabric is fed forwardly 
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and between said rollers by the feeding ac‘ 
tion of the sewing machine. The principal 
driving force is imparted to shafts E27 and 

47 by pulley 1%, bolt 20, friction roller and belt 50, through the medium of the 
fabric itself as it passes betw n belt 20 
and roller 3%, the desired prc ire on the 
fabric being regulated by adjustino' screw 
32. The belt 20 sufficiently taut over 
pulley 1% to ordinarily advance the clotn or 
fabric but slack enough to slip on the p.ol— 
ished surface of the roller under the slight 
est retarding of the fabric, and beinp; thus 
sensitive to the slightest variation in ‘the 
feed of the fabric effects a continuous or in“ 
termittent feeding action exactly corro~ 
spending to the variations in the feeding 
action of the feeding mechanism of ‘the 
machine, and in view of the fact that the 
fabrics are succeedingly connected by thread 
chain 56 effecting continuous travel of mate 
rial between the belt and roller Set, the 
constancy of the other rollers is ‘thereby 
n'iaintained. 
In conclusion, it will be noted that move 

‘ment is imparted‘ to roller 3a through belt 
20 by means of the travel of the fabric there 
between. Pulley 1% has a polished. face ‘and 
the friction between it and the belt 20 is 
governed by the pressure exerted upon it by 
the roller 3% vhich. pressure is regulz'ited by 
means of a spring and screw 32. As such 
movement roller 34i- receives is imparted 
to it by belt 20 with the cloth as an inter-— 
mediary moving member it is evident that 
roller 3% will have a face travel exact-1f,r 
corresponding with the rate at which the 
feeding ‘mechanism delivers the fabric. 
rllherefore, should the feeding mechanism for 
any reason fail to move the cloth forward at 
the usual rate a similar retardation will 
take place in roller 3% and the other rollers 
driven thereby, and also should the feeding 
mechanism for any reason allow the cloth 
to move forward more than its usual amount, 
the excess speed of belt 20 will at once com 
pensate for it. ' 

lt is found in actual use that the high 
speed of a, sewing machine imparts a chat“ 
ter in the machine table, and to prevent 
this chatter acting to interrupt the con 
stancy of the pressure betwen the nip 
rollers, I provide the absorber mechanism 
composed of stud 43, slip weight 4-5 and 
spring" 44. It is very important that this 
prcsssure be “maintained uniformly, other 
wise the feeding mechanism will feed the 
cloth forward faster than the nip rollers 
carry their portion, causing the stitch to 
run wild as to straightness. It will also 
be noted in this connection that due to the 
excess speed of pulley 14- and normally of 
belt 20, the length of stitch may be consid 
erably varied without changing; the speed 
of the counter shaft 24:. 

3 

It ‘will be‘ further observed, as hereinbe 
fore stated, that the face travel of pulley 
lat is slightly in excess of the rate at which 
the fabric is fed forward so that a slight 
pull thereon may be effected at all times, 
the excess speed being compensated for by 
a slip between the said pulley and belt 20 
when the fabric is traveling therebetweeen, 
the speed of the belt being limited to and 
conforn'iing with the speed of the fabric as 
it leaves the feeding mechanism of the ma 
chine, while the speed of the pulley lei; is at 
all times constant. 

'l‘hough I have referred to the comple~ 
mental fabric engaging means or rollers 
as being minutely spaced, it will be under 
stood. that said rollers may contact to ef 
fect continuous coaction between the posi~ 
tivcly iilrivcn and frictionally driven rollers, 
which may often be desirable, the thickness 
of the fabric being compensated for by the 
complies 'bility of the resilient contact sur 
faces of the rollers. 
From the ‘“ above it will be apparent that 

l have designed a novel device for uniformly 
feeding: or advancing a fabric piece in uni 
son with the feeding action of the feeding 

‘ hanism of a sewing machine to insure a 
'* ight line stitch, so constructed that the 

updating mechanism of the device is syn 
chronized with the feeding; action of the 
sewing machine through the instrumcntality 
of the fabric itself, which latter in turn is 
acted on by the device it thus controls. 

.i-tlthougl'i in practice l have found that 
the f rm of my invention illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings and referred to in 
the above description the preferred em 
bodiment the most efficient and practical; 
yet realizing the conditions concurrent with 
the adoption of my invention will necessa~ 
rily vary, I desire to emphasize that various 
minor changes in details of construction, 
proportion and arrangement of parts, nay 
be resorted to within the scope of the up 
pended claims ‘without departing from or 
sacri?cing any of the principles of this in 
vention. V 

l'laving thus described my invention, and 
without enumerating variations and equiva 
lent-s, what I desire protected by Letters 
Patent as ‘set forth in the following 
claims : 

‘l. The combination with smvinp; ma~ 
chine having; a feeding mechanism, of 
coactingr rotatable fabric engaging means 
adapted to operate in unison with the feed 
ing;- mechanism to uniformly advance the 
entire fabric, such means including primary 
and secondary gripping,r lli’lllif said primary 
unit adapted to engage the fabric concomi~ 
tantly with its cngagi‘cn'ient by the feeding 
D’lCCllélillSlll and in such spaced relation 
thereto as to off et the action of the feeding,)‘ 
mechanism to dlsrupt the rectilinear move-' 
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ment of the fabric, said Secondary unit in 
cludingr' a gripping couple and a driven 
member, a slip connection between the 
driven member and one» member of the grip 
ping couple, and means associatec with the 
driven member of the gripping couple to 
regulate the gripping tension of the slip 
connection, said slip connection adapted to 
effect through the instrumentality of the 
fabric, synchronization of the primary and 
secondary units with that of the feeding 
mechanism of the se ring machine. 

The Combination with a sewing ma 
chine ‘haying a feeding mechanism, of 
ccacting rotatable-fabric engaging means 
adapted to operate in unison with the feed- 
ing mechanism to uniformly advance the en 
tire fabric, such means including primary 
and secondary gripping units said primary 
unit adapt Ll to engage the fabric concomi 
tantly with its engagement by the feeding 
mechanism and in such spaced relation 
thereto as to offset the tendency of the feed— 
ing mechanism to disrupt- the rectilinear 
movement'of the fabric, said secondary unit 
including a gripping couple and a driven 
member, a slip‘ connection between ;‘he 
driven member and one member of the p 
vping couple, and means associated with the 
driven member of the gripping couple to 
regulate the gripping tension of the slip 
connection, said slip connect-ion adapted, 
through the instrumentality of the fabric, to 
effect synchronization of the primary and 

1 secondar 1 units with the feeding mecha 
‘ {I 

nism of the sewing machine, one of the re 
tatable rollers of the primary unit adapted 
to be hingedly connected to the secondary 
unit, means associated with said roller for 
maintaining its pressure constant, such 
means also constituting a shock absorbing 
mechanism. 

3. The combination with a sewing ma 
chine having a feeding mechanism, of co 
acting fabric engaging means adapted to op 
erate in unison with the feeding mechanism 
to uniformly advance the entire fabric, such 
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means including primary and secondary 
gripping units, said primary unit adapted 
to engage the fabric concomitantly with its 
engagement by the feeding mechanism and 
in such spaced relation thereto as to offset 
the tendency of the feeding mechanism to 
disrupt the rectilinear movement of the fab— 
ric, such secondary unit including a driving 
and driven roller longitudinally spaced 
from said feeding mechanism, a slip con 
nection between said rollers, a gripping 
couple laterally spaced from said gripping 
rollers, said last mentioned couple adapted 
to contact the fabric at a point spaced from 
the longitudinal plane of the primary 
gripping unit, and cooperating with the pri 
mary unit in maintaining the rectilinear 
movement- of the fabric constant, and means 
associated 'ith the driven roller to regu 
late the gripping tension of the slip connec 

‘u, said slip connection adapted to ell'cct, 
through the instrtuamtality of the fabric, 
synchronization of the primary and second 
ary units with that of the feeding mecha 
nism of tee sewing machine. 

a. The combination with a sewing ma 
chine having a feeding mechanism, of co 
actrng rotatable fabric engaging means 

4 adap ed to operate in unison with the feed 
ing mechanism to uniformly ad ‘mice the 
entire fabric, such means including pri 
mary and secondary gripping units, said 
primary unit adapted to engage the fabric 
concomitantly with its engagement by the 
feeding mechanism, said secondary unit in 
cluding a. gripping couple and a driven 
member, a slip connection between the 
driven member and one member of the 
gripping couple, and means associated with 
the driven member of the gripping couple 
to regulate the gripping tension of the slip 
connection, said slip connection adapted to 
effect through the instrumentality of the 
fabric, synchronization of the priumry and 
secondary units with that of the feeding 
mechanism of the sewing machine. 
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